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THE CHANGING FERTILISER INDUSTRY
BY E. N . F I T Z P A T R I C K , A c t i n g Chief, Plant Research

Division

Background to current developments in the Australian fertiliser
industry.

FOR many years superphosphate was the basic fertiliser used by most farmers in Western
Australia.
During the 1950's some farmers began to use sulphate of ammonia, and
recently urea and anhydrous ammonia have become important.

Today, with the development of fertiliser to use more fertilisers, particularly nitromanufacturing complexes in both western gen, by enthusiastic salesmen. Some
and eastern Australia, a whole new range companies which produce a particular line
of fertiliser will doubtless emphasise the
of products is becoming available.
Nitrogen sources which the farmer has benefits of that fertiliser and the disto choose from are sulphate of ammonia, advantages of competitive products.
Overproduction of fertilisers is not
urea, ammonium nitrate, anhydrous
restricted
to Australia. The development
ammonia and minor fertilisers such as
sodium nitrate and calcium ammonium of the complex fertiliser industry occurred
some years ago in America and Europe.
nitrate.
American farmer has had available
Phosphate will be available as "double" The
to
him
range now becoming
superphosphate (40 per cent. P2O5), al- available thein whole
Australia plus an almost
though single superphosphate (22 per cent. infinite number of combinations made
p205) will continue to be the major source available through bulk blending depots
of both phosphate and sulphur.
which, at a cost, will make up fertilisers
Added to these sources of either nitrogen to the farmer's recipe from the range of
or phosphate are the compound fertilisers, standard fertilisers which they hold in
which supply both nitrogen and phos- stock.
phorus in a single granulated fertiliser.
In the mid 1950's the American industry
Two compound fertilisers are available was stable, with demand and production
containing either 24 per cent, nitrogen reasonably well equated. There were good
and 24 per cent. P2Os or 28 per cent, returns to capital. These returns attracted
nitrogen and 14 per cent. P2O5.
the oil, gas and mining companies in the
The farmer therefore has a wide range early 1960's and there followed a great
of fertilisers to choose from. In addition expansion in capacity. The industry is
he is being subjected to unprecedented now facing a major overproduction prosales pressure from the rival companies. blem and there is intense competition
The Australian fertiliser industry has not between companies.
only diversified, it is expanding its
A recent report states that in the past
capacity, particularly to produce nitrogen five years the U.S. fertiliser industry has
fertilisers. This capacity will be far in spent more than $4 billion to build fertiexcess of current Australian usage by the liser mines and plants and marketing outend of 1969 and farmers will be pressed lets. Planners in this expansion hoped to
554
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sell a lot of this fertiliser to underdeveloped
countries through the Agency for International Development programme but
these sales have not eventuated on the
scale anticipated. The fertiliser industry
in America is faced now with an estimated
stockpile of about 12 months' production
worth about $2 billion at retail prices.
Under pressure from this mountain of
fertiliser the prices of nitrogen, phosphorus and potash have tumbled. List
prices are not greatly different from three
years ago but discounts of the order of
40 per cent, are available.
The present capacity of the U.S. industry
is such that without further expansion
there is little likelihood that supply and
demand will be in balance before 1972.
The international position is also gloomy
for fertiliser manufacturers. A report by
the Tennessee Valley Authority estimated
that world supply would exceed demand
by 18 million tons in 1970.
Technological change is not helping the
position. For example a new method
developed in the U.S. in about 1965, made
it feasible to build a single complex capable

of producing 1,000 tons of ammonia a day
at a cost of under $20 a ton. Distribution
costs would of course have to be added
to this figure.
In the future, nuclear power plants may
produce electricity at a cost which will
permit the manufacture of phosphoric acid
direct from rock phosphate, without the
intermediate sulphuric acid production
step. When this happens existing plants
could become obsolete.
On the surface it would seem that Australian manufacturers will not find an
attractive overseas market for their surplus
production. They must be pleased to be
protected from overseas competition by
the Commonwealth bounty on nitrogen
fertilisers. Nevertheless, strong competition between manufacturers can be
expected for the Australian market. The
primary producer will hope to benefit by
cheaper fertiliser; the manufacturer will
hope to expand demand by sales pressure.
Each farmer will have to satisfy himself
that he is getting value for money when
he buys his nitrogen fertiliser.

Keep your
financial affairs in
a sound State

Bank with the

the Bank that lives here
THE RURAL & INDUSTRIES BANK OF WESTERN AUSTRALIA

RPP31a
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SOURCES OF NITROGEN FOR CEREALS - THEIR
CHARACTERISTICS AND COSTS
Generally similar results may be expected from all the sources of
nitrogen available for cereal growing. The unit nitrogen price
and the convenience of use of each fertiliser in the particular
situation should be taken into account in deciding which fertiliser
to use.

By M . G. M A S O N , B.Sc. ( A g r i c ) , Research Officer, Plant Research Division

THE first point to consider when deciding which nitrogen fertiliser to use for wheat growing is the effectiveness of the nitrogen source in increasing crop yield. Second, the cost
per unit of nitrogen must be considered. The convenience of using a particular source
in a particular situation is also important and greater convenience may offset some cost
disadvantages in some situations.

When considering costs, it is important
to compare the fertilisers on the basis of
equal amounts of nitrogen supplied. Rather
t h a n comparing costs per ton of fertiliser
material, the cost of a convenient unit of
nitrogen content is used to bring prices
onto a comparable basis. The cost of a
unit of nitrogen is obtained by dividing
the cost per ton of the fertiliser by the
percentage of nitrogen in the source. (This
actually gives the cost of 22.4 pounds of
nitrogen in each source.)
It is difficult to assign a unit nitrogen
cost to the compound fertilisers because
they also contain phosphorus, which
accounts for some of the cost.
Before 1964 there were only four fertiliser nitrogen sources available to cereal
growers. These were sodium nitrate, calcium ammonium n i t r a t e , sulphate of
ammonia and urea. I n many trials carried
out by t h e Department of Agriculture,
these sources gave generally similar yield
results, t h a t is, they were about equally
efficient. Cost per unit of nitrogen therefore determined which would be t h e most
economical to use.

Urea is by far t h e cheapest of these
sources, having a current value of $1.60
per unit.
SODIUM NITRATE is a quick-acting
source which has no acid-forming effect
in t h e soil. However, it has a low nitrogen
content (16 per cent, compared with 46
per cent, for u r e a ) and is very easily
leached from t h e soil. The cost per unit
of nitrogen in sodium nitrate is prohibitive,
being $5.19 compared with $1.60 for urea.
CALCIUM AMMONIUM NITRATE has a
fairly low nitrogen content, with 23 per
cent, nitrogen, a n d is considerably dearer
t h a n urea, having a u n i t cost of $2.55.
SULPHATE OF AMMONIA was the most
widely used source before urea became
cheaper in the early 1960's. This source
has a low nitrogen content of 20.5 per cent,
nitrogen. At present t h e unit cost of $2.37
is considerably h i g h e r t h a n for urea. If
used at high rates in successive years,
sulphate of ammonia can have a n acidforming effect in t h e soil, which could be
harmful. One a d v a n t a g e is t h a t it can be
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Recommendations for urea rates on wheat
lb. per acre

Heavy Land
New Light Land
New Light Land
New Light Land
O l d Light Land
Old Light Land
Old Light Land
Old Light Land
Old Light Land

More
Than
18 in.
Rainfall

13 in. t o
18 in.
Rainfall

Situation

0
45
45
45
30
45
45
40
70

1st Crop—Fallow
1st Crop—Non fallow
Subsequent Crops
1st C r o p after legumes
2nd Crop after legumes
3rd Crop after legumes
1st Crop-Non Clover land
2nd Crop-Non Clover land

30

30
80
100
100

50-60

80
90
45
80
80

50
70-75
80
80
80

60-65
60-65

!
30 lb of Urea supplies the same amount of nitrogen as-

mixed with super to be drilled at seeding.
Both sulphate of ammonia and urea may
reduce germination under some conditions,
when drilled with the seed.
UREA has been the most widely used
nitrogen source in recent years. Its unit
nitrogen cost of $1.60 is still the lowest of
all the sources. It is a quick-acting fertiliser but because of its high solubility
much of its nitrogen can be lost through
downward leaching with heavy rains. Urea
is often difficult to handle in wet weather
because it takes up moisture and becomes
sticky. It cannot be mixed with superphosphate. It has a higher nitrogen content
than all other solid sources, containing 46
per cent, nitrogen.
New sources of nitrogen

Since 1964 the range of nitrogen fertilisers available has expanded considerably,
with the introduction of anhydrous
ammonia, ammonium nitrate and the two
compound fertilisers N-P compound 28 : 14
and N-P compound 24 : 24.
ANHYDROUS AMMONIA was first commercially available in Western Australia
in the 1964 season. This source contains
82 per cent, nitrogen and is the most
concentrated nitrogen fertiliser available.
Anhydrous ammonia is stored and transported as a liquid under pressure. This

68 lb. of ammonium sulphate
17 lb. of anhydrous ammonia
41 lb. of ammonium nitrate.

complicates its handling and special equipment is needed to store, transport and
apply it to the soil. This equipment is
owned by the company which produces the
fertiliser.
Because of its high nitrogen content a
lower weight of anhydrous ammonia is
needed to supply the same amount of
nitrogen as the less concentrated forms.
Anhydrous ammonia must be applied
before seeding, so there is no "handling of
nitrogen fertilisers at seeding time.
In most soils nitrogen from anhydrous
ammonia is not leached as readily as that
from most other sources, as the nitrogen
in the ammonium form attaches itself to
clay particles in the soil and thus resists
leaching. It is gradually changed to a
more soluble form and is used by the
plants. Therefore, some nitrogen may still
be available to the plants when the supply
from other fertilisers would be depleted.
In sandy soils containing very little clay
this effect is not significant.
The special requirements for handling
anhydrous ammonia add to its cost and
at the basic price of $175 a ton the unit
nitrogen cost is $2.13—considerably above
the unit cost for urea. However, this basic
price does include freight.
The basic price of $175 a ton for
anhydrous ammonia is the cost when the
ammonia is to be applied by the farmer,
using the special equipment supplied by
557
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the fertiliser company. This price is
increased as the distance from Perth
increases above 125 miles.
If the ammonia is "custom" applied
(applied by the fertiliser company) the
basic price at 50 lb. per acre of anhydrous
ammonia on a farm within 125 road miles
of Perth is $200 per ton. This price also
increases as the distance from Perth
increases and as the rate of application
decreases below 50 lb. per acre.
A number of trials carried out with
anhydrous ammonia by the Department of
Agriculture showed that best results were
obtained where the application was at least
6 inches deep and as close to seeding time
as possible. Under these favourable conditions of application the anhydrous
ammonia gave better returns than urea
in some cases, but poorer returns in others.
On shallow soils it is difficult to obtain
the desired depth of application, and for
this reason anhydrous ammonia may not
be successful on these soils.

These compounds are attractive to
farmers because of ease of handling. They
contain both the nitrogen and the phosphorus required by the crop, and both are
drilled with the seed, so that both are
placed in a band near the seed. No extra
operation is need for nitrogen fertiliser
application.
In a series of trials carried out in 1967
the compounds gave promising results
when compared with urea and super, and
another series is being carried out in 1968.

Disadvantages of compound fertilisers
The compound fertilisers contain no
sulphur, and this could become important
with widespread use of fertilisers which
have little or no sulphur. The extent of
this sulphur problem will become clearer
as these fertilisers are used more widely.
The compounds do not contain trace
elements. They could therefore not be used
on new light land where responses to trace
elements such as copper and zinc are
likely, unless the trace elements were
applied separately; this would add to the
N-P compound fertilisers
The two N-P compound fertilisers avail- costs.
The nitrogen and phosphorus in comable are N-P compound 28 : 14, with 28
per cent, nitrogen and 14 per cent, phos- pound fertilisers are present in fixed
phate, and N-P compond 24 : 24, with 24 ratios, so that if the rate of phosphate
per cent, nitrogen and 24 per cent, phos- application has to be increased the rate
phate. Ordinary superphosphate contains of nitrogen will be increased in the same
proportion and may be much higher than
22 per cent, phosphate.
needed.
The compounds still cost slightly more
N-P compond 28 : 14, at 100 lb. per acre
will supply the equivalent of 61 lb. of urea than equivalent rates of urea and super.
and 64 lb. of super per acre. This com- Either of the compound fertiliser costs
pound would be best suited to old land $3.67 per 100 lb. The equivalent urea and
where the phosphate requirement is fairly super would cost $3.40 equivalent to N-P
low, after years of superphosphate use, compound 24 : 24 and $2.85 equivalent to
and the need for nitrogen is relatively N-P compound 28 : 14 when urea applicahigh. If this compound were used on new tion cost of 50 cents is allowed. The
land with a high phosphate requirement, compound 28 : 14 is therefore considerably
at rates needed to supply adequate phos- dearer than equivalent urea and super.
phate far more nitrogen than is needed
AMMONIUM NITRATE has a fairly high
may be added incidentally.
nitrogen content, being 34 per cent,
N-P COMPOUND 24 : 24, at 100 lb. per nitrogen. Its unit nitrogen price at $1.84
acre will supply the equivalent of 52 lb. of is higher than urea at $1.60. As yet we
urea and 109 lb. of super per acre. This have no yield results comparing this
compound would be used where the source with urea, but trials were planted
in the 1968 season.
phosphate requirement is larger.
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COSTING NITROGEN FERTILISERS
This article, compiled by the Department's Information Section,
contains a simple guide to allow farmers to convert retail prices
of nitrogen fertilisers to real costs in the paddock.

CHOOSING a nitrogen fertiliser is a complicated business, as most farmers know. Apart
f r o m cost, and the handling advantages and disadvantages of the different sources, you
need to consider what labour and machinery resources are available to collect and apply
the fertiliser during the rushed seeding schedule.

When comparing prices all costs associated with each source should be considered.
However, the list-prices are not always
comparable.
For instance, anhydrous
ammonia is quoted as delivered to the
farm but other nitrogen sources as exworks. This means that the extra transport and labour associated with solid
sources must be considered in any cost
comparison with anhydrous ammonia.
The following table, and the lift-out in
this Journal will help you compare the per
acre costs on your farm of the commonly
used nitrogen fertilisers. You can work
out the comparison on the basis of a unit
of nitrogen (22.40 lb.) per acre (equal to
about 50 lb. of urea per acre) or on the
basis of the rates you will want to apply.
If you do use your own rates, the size of
the cost differences will vary, but the relative positions of the fertilisers will not
change—the cheapest will still be cheapest,
and the dearest still dearest.
Although some of the figures you use
will be estimates, they will give an idea
of the costs which should be considered.
The table will also help by making you
carefully study your plans for transporting

and distributing the fertiliser. It allows
you to work out per acre rates and total
nitrogen fertiliser requirement.
As compound fertilisers contain phosphate as well as nitrogen, they cannot be
compared directly with the other fertilisers
on a per unit nitrogen basis. They are
not included in the table, but, if you want
some idea of their comparative efficiency
and costs, see "N-P Compound Fertilisers"
in the September, 1968, issue of the Journal
of Agriculture.
For further information on any of these
sources contact your local Department of
Agriculture adviser.
If you are tempted to leave the table
because it is too much bother, remember
that these are the sort of calculations
which will become more essential as farming becomes more complex.
The Department of Agriculture is keen
to know more about how you use nitrogen
fertilisers and would like you to fill in the
lift-out sheet at the centre of this Journal,
and send it to the Editor, Journal of Agriculture, Department of Agriculture, South
Perth.
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COSTING NITROGEN
Calculations in this table will be simplified by using the "ready
reckoners" over the page. The reckoners will allow you to determine
the price per unit of nitrogen on your farm (F), the rate of each

B

FERTILISER

Basic price /
ton

Rail freight
to nearest
siding

Road transport and
handling
Miles

Total cost
per ton on
the farm

Percent
nitrogen

Cost/ton
at 7c per ton

mile

FERTILISERS
fertiliser equivalent to a recommended rate of urea (G), and the
cost per acre of your chosen source and rate of nitrogen (1).

F

G

H

On-farm
I rice/unit
c nitrogen

Planned rate
of fertiliser
application

Units of
nitrogen equal
t o planned
rate

$74-50

SULPHATE OF A M M O N I A

$49-50

AMMONIUM

$64-45

J

K

L

M

Application
cost/acre

Total cost/
acre

Area t o be
treated

Total cost
of using
fertiliser

D

= A+B+C

~ E
UREA

Cost per acre

lb.

=

t

H x F

=

=

1+ J

K x L

46
50c

NITRATE

ANHYDROUS AMMONIA
-—custom applied

— f a r m e r applied

20-5
50c

!

34

50c

§
$200-00

82

$175-00

82
50c

Example:

calculations for a farmers living 10 miles from Merredin who wishes to apply 45 lb. of urea per acre, c

Jrea

Farmer applied anhydrous ammonia

$74-50

$5-25

$17500

10

$8-0C (margin for freight)

$0-70

$80-45

$183 00

46

82

$ This charge of 50c per acre is to cover the cost of
applying the fertiliser in an operation separate from
seeding. It covers machinery depreciation, fuel and
labour. If you apply the nitrogen with the seed and
super, either with an extra box on the combine or a
second combine dragged in front of the seed and super
combine, you should reduce the 50c charge. For instance it would cost 10 to 15c per acre to use an
extra combine.

* Except for anhydrous ammonia these prices are basic
ex-works. There is a discount of $1 per ton if payment is made before delivery. Cost of some fertilisers
may be reduced further if delivery is made before
mid-January. Prices also vary from firm to firm and
it would pay farmers to compare prices of each source
before ordering supplies.
t Even if you truck your own fertiliser from the works or
from the siding, you still need to make charges against
the truck's depreciation and running costs, and your
time. A fairly standard rate throughout the agricultural areas is 7c per ton mile.
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u valent, over an area of 500 acres.
$1 -75

45

•93

$1 63

50c

$2-13

500

$l,065-00||

$2-23

26

•93

$208

50c

$2-58

500

$l,290-00||

§ The cost of farmer-applied anhydrous ammonia varies,
with the distance from Perth, from $175 to $192 per
ton. The cost of custom-applied anhydrous ammonia
varies with both the distance from Perth and the rate
of application: prices range from $200 to $227 per
ton. Rates available range from 35 lb. to over 50 lb.
per acre, equivalent to urea at from 62 lb. to over
89 lb. per acre. It is unlikely that custom operators
would apply rates lower than 35 lb. per acre.

II The two example calculations indicate a cost advantage
in favour of urea. However, the advantage is gained
by foregoing the convenience of having the anhydrous
ammonia delivered directly, and in a readily usable
form, to the farm,
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COSTING NITROGEN
Calculations in this table will be simplified by using the "ready
reckoners" over the page. The reckoners will allow you to determine
the price per unit of nitrogen on your farm (F), the rate of each

B

FERTILISER

Basic price /
ton

Rail freight
to nearest
siding

Road transport and
handling
Miles

Total cost
per ton on
the farm

Percent
nitrogen

Cost/ton
at 7c per ton

mile

FERTILISERS
fertiliser equivalent to a recommended rate of urea (G), and the
cost per acre of your chosen source and rate of nitrogen (1).

F

G

H

On-farm
I rice/unit
c nitrogen

Planned rate
of fertiliser
application

Units of
nitrogen equal
t o planned
rate

$74-50

SULPHATE OF A M M O N I A

$49-50

AMMONIUM

$64-45

J

K

L

M

Application
cost/acre

Total cost/
acre

Area t o be
treated

Total cost
of using
fertiliser

D

= A+B+C

~ E
UREA

Cost per acre

lb.

=

t

H x F

=

=

1+ J

K x L

46
50c

NITRATE

ANHYDROUS AMMONIA
-—custom applied

— f a r m e r applied

20-5
50c

!

34

50c

§
$200-00

82

$175-00

82
50c

Example:

calculations for a farmers living 10 miles from Merredin who wishes to apply 45 lb. of urea per acre, c

Jrea

Farmer applied anhydrous ammonia

$74-50

$5-25

$17500

10

$8-0C (margin for freight)

$0-70

$80-45

$183 00

46

82

$ This charge of 50c per acre is to cover the cost of
applying the fertiliser in an operation separate from
seeding. It covers machinery depreciation, fuel and
labour. If you apply the nitrogen with the seed and
super, either with an extra box on the combine or a
second combine dragged in front of the seed and super
combine, you should reduce the 50c charge. For instance it would cost 10 to 15c per acre to use an
extra combine.

* Except for anhydrous ammonia these prices are basic
ex-works. There is a discount of $1 per ton if payment is made before delivery. Cost of some fertilisers
may be reduced further if delivery is made before
mid-January. Prices also vary from firm to firm and
it would pay farmers to compare prices of each source
before ordering supplies.
t Even if you truck your own fertiliser from the works or
from the siding, you still need to make charges against
the truck's depreciation and running costs, and your
time. A fairly standard rate throughout the agricultural areas is 7c per ton mile.
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u valent, over an area of 500 acres.
$1 -75

45

•93

$1 63

50c

$2-13

500

$l,065-00||

$2-23

26

•93

$208

50c

$2-58

500

$l,290-00||

§ The cost of farmer-applied anhydrous ammonia varies,
with the distance from Perth, from $175 to $192 per
ton. The cost of custom-applied anhydrous ammonia
varies with both the distance from Perth and the rate
of application: prices range from $200 to $227 per
ton. Rates available range from 35 lb. to over 50 lb.
per acre, equivalent to urea at from 62 lb. to over
89 lb. per acre. It is unlikely that custom operators
would apply rates lower than 35 lb. per acre.

II The two example calculations indicate a cost advantage
in favour of urea. However, the advantage is gained
by foregoing the convenience of having the anhydrous
ammonia delivered directly, and in a readily usable
form, to the farm,
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D
Fertiliser
cost on
farm
$/ton

Ready Reckoner No. 1
E
Percentage
nitrogen
or
units of
nitrogen
per ton

Ready Reckoner No. 3
F

H

Fertiliser
cost on
farm

Planned
fertiliser
rate

300 a
280
260
240
220
200190
180
170
160
150140130 I
n
§120 =

F
Fertiliser
cost on
farm
$/unit

-

(

110100-i
90-1

4.0
3.5
3.0
2.5

1:2.0
%• 1.8
1.6"
1.4

801 *
701

E«

601

I— 1.0

60: =

40*

-•n. """ " "" •t™rTB.Sttt?„.-Sf •"-" » - "-».'."
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Ready Reckoner No 2
G
Equivalent Fertiliser Rates (nearest lb, per acre)
Pounds of Nitrogen
(nearest lb,)
Urea (lb.)

Sulphate of
Ammonia
(nearest lb,)

Ammonium
Nitrate
(nearest lb,)

9
12
14

20
25
30

45
56
68

27

16
18

35
40

21

Anhydrous
Ammonia
(nearest lb,)

H
Units of
Nitrogen
One unit
equals 22'4 lb.
nitrogen

41

II
14
17 •

•41
•51
•62

78
90

47
54

20
23

•72
82

45

100

61

26

•93

23
25
28

50
55
60

112
123
135

68
74
81

28
31
34

103
113
1-24

30
32
35

65
70
75

146
157
168

88
95
102

37
40
43

134
1-44
155

37
39
42

80
85
90

180
191
202

108
115
122

45
48
51

1 65
1-76
186

44
45
48

95
100
105

214
225
236

128
135
142

54
57
60

1-96
206
2-17

34

Mote:—The lines drawn on the ready reckoners show the figures which would be used by the 'example" farmer
at Merredin.
Using the ready reckoners
No. 1. To find the on-farm price of one unit of each
fertiliser simply mark the spot of scale D which equals the
cn-farm price/ton of the fertiliser. Then, rule a line from
this spot through the appropriate per cent, nitrogen on E
to meet scale F Where the line meets F is the on-farm
price per unit

No. 2. To plan the rate of application for each fertiliser
look for the urea rate which equals the rate of urea recommended for your crop situation. Reading across the table
from this rate you can get G (the equivalent rate of each
fertiliser) and H (the units of nitrogen contained in the
planned application rate).
No. 3. To find the cost per acre of your application rate
mark the spot on scale H which equals the units of nitrogen
in the planned rate. Then mark the spot on scale F which
equals your on-farm cost for each of these units of nitrogen. Rule a line through these two spots and, where the
fine cuts I will be the cost per acre of your planned rate
of application.
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METHODS OF APPLICATION OF NITROGEN FERTILISERS

THE method of application of nitrogen depends on the source of nitrogen, time of
application, the ground conditions at the time of application and the machinery available.

Most of the nitrogen fertilisers can be
applied in the same operation as seeding.
The exception is anhydrous ammonia,
which must be applied in a separate operation some time before seeding, with a
special applicator rig. Best results with
this fertiliser are usually obtained when
it is applied just before seeding.
The N-P compound fertilisers are
designed to be drilled in with the seed,
through the fertiliser box of the seeding
machine.
The best way of applying the other solid
nitrogen fertilisers is through an extra
box attached to the seeding machine, so
that the fertiliser is dropped just in front
of, or just behind, the seeding tynes or
discs, while the super is drilled in with the
seed. If it is dropped just in front of the
tynes it is covered by a thin layer of soil;
this helps prevent loss of nitrogen to the
atmosphere, such as may happen when
substances like urea begin to break down
as they become moist.
Towing an extra combine or drill in front
of or behind the seeding machine is also
a satisfactory way of applying solid
nitrogen fertilisers.

Mixing the nitrogen fertiliser with super
in the fertiliser box, or with the seed in
the grain box, is less satisfactory. Other
solid nitrogen fertilisers can be mixed with
super, but urea reacts with super to form
a sticky mess, and can not be applied in
this way. Where nitrogen fertiliser is
mixed with the grain, direct contact with
the fertiliser can reduce or retard germination under some conditions.
If application of nitrogen is to be made
after seeding, this is best done by topdressing with a dropper-type machine
such as a drill or combine. The hoses are
usually left out of the boots so that the
fertiliser is scattered more evenly. Spinners
are noted for uneven application.
Aerial topdressing is more expensive
than ground application, but may be
warranted when the land is too boggy for
ground machinery.
Many of the solid nitrogen fertilisers
can be applied by spraying in solution
onto the growing crop, and urea is the
most suitable for this. However, this
method has no apparent advantage over
application in the solid form.
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Super
lube
Macnaught"
One prime and big capacity
Super-lube greases up to 80 nipples.
Here's what gives Macnaught Super-lube the edge.
Comes in three parts,
The Super-Lube Pump Unit: Fits tight over any standard 45 lb. pail of grease. Built in strainer to trap dirt. No
pressure loss. No leaks. Hydraulic seals give maximum
life under pressure. Completely sealed. With tough
rubber edged follower disc to seal against dirt. Wipes
the pail clean. Right to the bottom. Uses the last 30%
of grease you would otherwise throw away. One prime
loads the gun with ample grease for 80 nipples before
reload. No fuss. No bother. No messy gun filling.
The Super-Lube Hose: Fifteen feet long. Strong Flexible.
With universal ball joint to reach difficult spots fast.
The Pressurite Gun: One hand operation gives you one
hand free for cleaning. Quick selector button. Two
settings. High pressure (10,000 Ibs./sq. in.). High volume
(four times normal). Select high pressure. Jam the
nozzle on the nipple. A quick burst to clear tightness.
Snap to high volume. Squeeze the trigger. In shoots
clean, filtered grease. Right where it's needed. Trouble
free. Fast. Accurate. Light. Reliable. All accessories have
sliding sleeve for rigid coupling. Snap on flexible hose
adaptor to reach those hard to get at places. Test
Macnaught Super-lube and Mini-lube at your nearest
dealer.

Export award
winners. Macnaught
Super-lubes are sold
throughout the world.

V.

fllRCnflUGHT
A

U

S T *

A

I

I A

Wholesale distributorsforAustralia:Castrol Australia Pty. Limited. Branches in all capital cities.
19533

WAL.1.3.B6
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PI ^k

/g-gy

CONFIDENTIAL

FARMERS

177 A M U R R A Y ST., next to Aherns—in lane upstairs.
$

REFRIGERATORS—
5 cu. f t
9 cu. f t
12 cu. f t
14 cu. ft. 2 door refrigerator freezer

115.00
172.00
207.00
300.00

WASHERS—
Wringer with pump
Latest model auto, with
Twin Tub

119.00
225.00
136.00

heater

....

STOVES—
Model 2 2 " wide
Model with rotisserie
T.V.—
1 2 " Portable
Portable
19'
Fringe
23'
Fringe
25'
25"
Frypans, 12' with glass and metal
lids
....
Hairdryers
Walkabout Hairdryers
Air Conditioners, refrigerated type
Electric Blankets

110.00
150.00
159.00
173.00
177.00
199X0
185.00
19.95
10.50
16.50
170.00
8.80

Tel. 23 4589

RADIOS, GRAMS A N D TAPE
RECORDERS—
Stereogram, latest 3 piece style ....
Transistor record player with radio
Mantel Radio, best brand, various
colours, timber finish ....
Car Radio, portable type ....
Car Radio, tailored fixed type
Transistor 10, shortwave
Transistor 8, 5 year guarantee
Transistor 6
Tape Recorder, Cassette
Tape Recorder, battery and electric,
2 speed
Fans from
Fans with 5 year guarantee ....
Blendors
Automatic Toasters
Typewriters with tabulator
Sewing Machines with 24 cams
Electric Drills 5 / 1 6 "
Lawn Mowers
Vacuum Cleaners, Hoover ....
Polishers, Hoover
Polishers, 3 brush

h
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A small boy wants an answer to a
i i What do you
question like that. So his Grandpa
would tell him how the Southern
mean. Grandpa-the Cross water supply equipment makes
the crops grow better so that Dad
Southern Cross
can earn more money. That's why a
Cross installation is an
pays for itself ?^f Southern
investment that pays for itself.
In results, in efficiency. Southern
Cross means bigger profits for you.
The Southern Cross representative
will c a l l . . . advise you on the right
choice of water supply equipment
for your property. Southern
Cross experience (almost a century
of it!) backs every installation.
And when you buy, Southern Cross
credit facilities are at your service.
Or open a monthly account. Benefit
from specialised Southern Cross
sales and service now. For complete,
correct advice on all water supply
problems, contact the Southern
Cross representative in your area.

WEST A U S T R A L I A :
MAYLANDS:
2 8 0 - 2 9 8 WhaHey Crescent.
Ph. 7 1 6 1 4 1 .
FIELD REPRESENTATIVES:
BUNBURY:
M r . A . Trainer, Box
Ph. 2 2 0 7 .

296.

GERALDTON:
M r . G. Swepstone, Box 9 0 3 .
Ph. 2 1 2 8 9 7 .

I MACHINERY PHLTD.
VOTER WHEN & WHERE VOL) WANT \T
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The pump you can
depend on
for Efficiency, Economy and Trouble-free Service
*OnlyONE
moving part.
Jfc No valves or
gears to cause
wear, noise or
service needs.

• WITH its powerful self-priming suction lift of up to 25 ft., the Mono Pump
is, without doubt, the world's simplest and most efficient pumping unit.
Mono has only one moving part, yet will pump liquids of all viscosity from
domestic water to thick concentrations of sludge, and solids in suspension,
with non-stop ease.
The Mono pump is self-lubricating, and will handle any proportion of air-toliquid without noise, wear or loss of prime.
Whatever your problem, it will definitely pay you to investigate the many
advantages of these low-cost, highly efficient Mono units. Phone or write
for literature and full particulars.

These are included in the Mono Range—165 to 11,600 G.P.H.
M O N O Automatic
WATER PRESSURE
SYSTEMS

" M " SERIES — 165 to 860 g.p.h.
Motorised or for independent drive.

" C C " SERIES
165 — 1,000 g.p.h., close coupled

Built to last a lifetime. Main
tain constant pressure (30
to 100 p.s.i.) at every tap
under all conditions. Capacities from 165 to 1,000
g.p.h. ex-stock. Up to
11,600 g.p.h. to order.
Illustrated —
M O N O SCRIES " C C "
165 to 1000 g.p.h.
50 t o 100 p.s.i.

" D " S : R I E S — 65 to 11,6:0 g.p.h.
Motorised or bareshaft.

Literature and Details free. Phone or

For
Sump
Pumping,
Liquid
Manure Disposal etc. 1,000 g.p.h.
and over. Motorised or bareshaft.

write:—

MONO PUMPS (Aust.) PTY. LTD.
Heed Office & Works: LOWER DANDENONG ROAD, MORDIALLOC. VICTORIA.
NEW SOUTH WALES BRANCH: 142 ROCKY PT. ROAD, KOGARAH, N.S.W.

Branches in All States: Please consult your Telephone Directory.

Please mention the "Journal of Agriculture of W.A.," when writing to advertisers
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BARLEY DISEASES IN WESTERN AUSTRALIA
By W . A . S H I P T O N * and W . R. TWEEDIE, Plant Pathologists
Photography by K. J. LOCKE

BARLEY DISEASES caused by pathogenic organisms are capable of reducing yields considerably. The recognition of disease is important so that control measures can then be
taken at the appropriate time.

In this article the diseases of barley
caused by pathogenic organisms are
described and illustrated, and where
possible, the control measures are given.
Net blotch

Net blotch, caused by the fungus
Pyrenophora teres Drechsl., is a common
disease of barley and can reduce yields
substantially.
The disease is first apparent on the
leaves and leaf sheaths as light to
yellowish green spots. These spots soon
turn brown. Darker areas appear in the
blotches and extend to the leaf axis, giving
the lesion a distinctly netted appearance
(Fig. 1). Infection of the head occurs as
a light to dark brown discoloration, and
the spots may have a netted appearance.
Grain infection is characterised by a light
brown localised discoloration.
The organism apparently persists in
infected plant debris and on volunteer
barley and susceptible grasses.
Control
The use of resistant varieties is the only
effective means of control, but none are
yet available. Some measure of control
can be obtained by dusting the grain with
an organic mercury dust, by destroying
infected barley and grass straw by burning and by rotating barley crops with
wheat, oats, or legumes.
* Now Post-Doctorate Research Fellow of the National Research Council, Winnipeg, Manitoba, Canada.
46452—13)

Fig. 2.—Scald
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Scald
Scald is another common and sometimes
serious disease and is caused by the fungus
Rhyncosporium
secalis (Oudem.) J. J.
Davis.
The disease first occurs as spots but
these quickly develop as water soaked areas
of irregular shape on the leaves, stems,
and heads. The blotches are greyish
green and develop a distinct brown
margin; finally t h e lesions assume a
bleached straw colour with brown margins
(Fig. 2). The disease causes premature
foliage death.
The organism apparently persists in
infected crop debris and on volunteer
barley.
Fig.

3.—Stripe

Fig. 4 . — S t e m

rust

Fig. 5.—Powdery mildew

Control
The same control measures as suggested
for net blotch should be used.
The variety Atlas 57 appears to have a
degree of resistance, at least in some
localities.
Stripe
Stripe is a r a r e disease caused by
the fungus Pyrenophora graminea Ito &
Kuribay.
The fungus causes a yellow striping of
the leaves and leaf sheaths. The yellow
areas soon t u r n brown (Fig. 3).
The disease can be carried over in
infected straw and seed. It is likely t h a t
the persistence of t h e organism in infected
debris is t h e main, a n d possibly t h e only
m a n n e r of carry-over here.

Fig. 6.—Powdery mildew on a barley leaf showing the black
fruiting bodies of the fungus
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Fig. 7 . — C o v e r e d smut infected spikes

Fig. 8.—Loose smut infected spikes

Control
The same control measures as suggested
for net blotch should be used.

growing districts. It is caused by the
fungus Erysiphe graminis DC.
Infection is evident on the leaves, stems,
and heads as a whitish, powdery growth.
Initially the infected tissues are pale but
later turn dark brown (Fig. 5). The
powdery fungal growth turns greyish with
age and may become dotted with black
fruiting bodies of the fungus (Fig. 6).

Stem rust

The fungus which causes stem rust of
wheat (Puccinia graminis tritici Erikss &
Henn.) is also capable of infecting barley.
The disease is rarely serious on barley.
On a fully susceptible host the disease
is evident as elongated reddish-brown
pustules (Fig. 4) on leaves, stems, and
heads. The pustules are surrounded by a
light green area. The powdery spore
masses contained in the pustules can be
dislodged readily.
Control
Control measures would not appear to
be necessary at present. The use of
resistant varieties would be the only
adequate means of control.
Powdery mildew

This disease, although fairly common, is
not usually serious in the main barley

Fig. 9 . — L e a f spot
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mass enclosed by a rather persistent membrane. Infected heads have a greyish
white and finally a black appearance (Fig.
7). The membrane enclosing the spore
mass ruptures during harvesting and the
spores contaminate the healthy grain.
Seedlings are infected soon after seed
germination. Infection occurs from spores
carried on the seed. It is not certain
whether soil infection occurs in Western
Australia.
Control
Covered smut may be controlled on the
seed by the use of organic mercury dusts.
Loose smut

This rather uncommon disease is caused
by the fungus Ustilago hordei (Pers.)
Lagerh.
Infected heads contain no grain; instead
the grain is replaced by a powdery spore

The organism causing loose smut is the
fungus Ustilago nuda (Jens.) Rostr. The
disease is becoming more common and is
sometimes serious.
Smutted spikes arise from the boot
earlier than healthy ones. No grain is
present in the affected heads. A black
spore mass replaces the floral bracts and
ovaries and is enclosed by a delicate
membrane. The membrane ruptures soon
after the spikes emerge, and thus at
harvest the spikes are more or less bare
(Fig. 8). The smut spores infect the
healthy ears about the time of flowering
and the fungus becomes established in
the grain, where it remains dormant until
the grain germinates
There is no carry-over of the disease
in the soil.

Fig. 11.—Take-all infected tillers (centre and right) and an
uninfected tiller (left)

Foot-rot infected tillers (centre and right) and an
uninfected tiller (left)

Fig. 10.—Yellow dwarf

Control
The only practical method of control
would be through the use of resistant
varieties. However, none are available at
present.
Covered smut
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Take-all
Control
Seed dusting is ineffective. Clean seed
Take-all of barley is widespread and is
must be obtained from a disease-free crop. caused by the fungus Ophiobolus graminis
Sacc. Barley is less susceptible to the
disease than wheat.
Leaf spot
The disease tends to occur in patches.
The fungus which causes leaf spot is Affected plants die prematurely. Diseased
Drechslera verticillata (O'Gara) Shoe- plants may be stunted, and heads contain
maker. The disease is apparently wide- little or no grain. The roots and crown
spread.
region are dry, rotten, and discoloured.
Infection of the leaf is characterised by Removal of the leaf sheath at the base of
the occurrence of relatively small oval- the plant reveals black streaks or spots
shaped spots with light brown centres and which may encircle the stem (Fig. 11).
dark brown to black margins (Fig. 9). Seed
Control
infection may also occur.
Multiple cropping is unwise as the
Relatively little is known about the
disease and no control measures are avail- disease is likely to increase. Barley should
be rotated with oats, linseed, or legumes.
able.
Control of weeds and grasses must be
maintained in crops and pastures. Stubble
burning, the application of adequate fertiYellow dwarf virus
Yellow dwarf is caused by an aphid- lisers, including the correction of any
transmitted virus. It is not common in the nutritional deficiencies, and showing seed
at the recommended rate will aid in disease
main cereal areas.
control.
The disease is characterised by the
development of golden yellow colour from
the leaf tip through the entire leaf blade. Foot rot
Foot rot of barley occurs widely but is
Dark green stripes extend into the yellow
portion of the leaf in the transition zone apparently less important than take-all
between green and yellow. A diagnostic It is caused by the fungi Fusarium culfeature of the disease is that emerging morum (W. G. Smith) Sacc, Helminthosativum Pamm., King, and Bakke,
leaves are golden yellow (Fig. 10). Early sporium
and Rhizoctonia solani Kiihn.
infection of plants leads to extreme stuntSymptoms of foot rot are similar to
ing, excessive tillering, and limited or no
those caused by take-all. However, the
spike development. Late infection results basal stem discoloration is not black but
in limited spike development, infertile varies from light-brown to dark-brown
florets, reduced kernel formation, and (Fig. 12).
poorly filled grain.
Control
Control
The same control measures as suggested
The use of resistant varieties is the only for take-all should be used. The seed
economical means of control. At present should be dusted with an organic mercury
no resistant varieties can be recommended. dust to control seed-borne infection.
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Y o u don't need
of power to
harvest
clover

lot

A 35 h.p. tractor is ample

with the NEW
BARROW LINTON
Here's the handiest, most manoeuvrable clover harvester you've seen.
Much more efficient, too. The famous
BL63 adopts a new style—as a single
sided offset machine with a 4 ft.
blower pick-up. It's a design with many advantages. Less
power is required—you can use any make of tractor from 35 h.p.
It has greater strength with a square tubular steel frame. The
screening surface is greater and its simple operation means
lower maintenance costs. All this adds up to easier, more
efficient, more economical harvesting of all types of clover and
medic seeds. Adaptable also to Townsville Lucerne and other
surface seeds. Send for details.

OFF-SET

MAIL TO BARROW LINTON

A product of

TiT
LINTON
f i l l

70 G3EAT EASTERN HIGHWAY
VICTORIA PARK. 61 4744

•

Please send further information on the

new BL-OS
NAME
ADDRESS
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per chain
brings you low-cost irrigation pipe
to put water where you want it!

Perhaps you've thought about the advantages of increased yield from irrigation, but do you actually
know how cheaply you can pipe water and use it
just where you want it most?
Less than $35 per chain buys the popular 4 inch
diameter Fibrolite irrigation pipe (freight adds a
fraction more).
Taken over the whole range of sizes, Fibrolite is
cheaper to you than any other kind of pipe. This is
one of the reasons why it is Australia's top-selling
pipe for fixed, underground irrigation lines.
Sooner or later, you may decide to step up your farmprofits with irrigation—why, then, delay?
Not only is Fibrolite pipe light and easy to handle, out
once installed it provides freedom from maintenance,
and unmatched durability. With revolutionary couplings
and fittings, pipe lines go together with ease and
speed, saving time and labour for the man-on-theland Pressure pipe to withstand 260 lbs. per square
inch comes in a big and tough 24 inch, down to a 2
inch and in 13 foot lengths
For ow-pressure systems serving tlooo ana turrow
irrigation, Low Head pipe comes cheaper still a^a
economically rep'aces ooen channels and ditches

Hardies

JAMES HARDIE ft CO. PTY. LTD.—SUPPLYING THE NATION THROUGH A CHAIN OF FACTORIES ACROSS AUSTRALIA.

P92»
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URAMOL
RSS6.TRA0* MASS

DRY FEED SUPPLEMENT

SHEEP AND CATTLE BLOCK
CONTAISS SO* UREA
K£T WEJCHT WHEN PACKED SO IBS,
WAtWtWg " * * *K»*UUT*0* COKfAWS Uffil A«0 SWAB #* M t M i « i a »
# MBIT M B AOXWWft TO **• BWCTJCTW AJ» WCAUTttW PKtOSttt

-.

PLUS

New mineralised 'URAMOL' gives stock
an even better utilization of roughage.
Research in W.A. has shown that sheep and cattle can be maintained
in better condition on dry feed if sulphur and other essential minerals
are added to the Urea protein supplement.
Now ICIANZ have included these minerals in 'URAMOL' on sale this season.
That's progress for you. The new square meal mineralised URAMOL'.
Order through your usual ICIANZ reseller.

IMPERIAL CHEMICAL INDUSTRIES OF
AUSTRALIA AND NEW ZEALAND LTD
Please mention the "Journal of Agriculture of W.A.." when writing to advertisers
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Tell Tails!
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STUBBLE BURNING HELPS CONTROL WIMMERA
RYE GRASS
By M. G. MASON, W. J. TOMS and J. W. GARTRELL

In a trial at Wongan Hills Research Station, burning of wheat
stubbie in a continuous cropping system, helped to control
Wimmera Rye Grass in the crop and resulted in yields up to
25 bushels an acre higher than where the stubble was ploughedin.

W I M M E R A RYE GRASS is the most widely used annual pasture grass in the agricultural
areas of Western Australia.
It has proved valuable for sheep feed where legume pastures
are not grown. However, it has often proved a serious weed in cereal crops, causing
large yield reductions.

Because of successive germinations
In the first three years of the experiment
Wimmera rye grass is often difficult to there was a response to slightly higher
control by cultivation alone. Although it rates of nitrogen on the unburnt stubble
grows slowly in autumn, this grass is plots than on the burnt plots, but except
capable of vigorous spring growth and for 1962 the yields never reached those
seeds prolincally. It can therefore build where the stubble was burnt. It became
up to serious levels under a single crop. obvious that these differences in yield were
It is very responsive to nitrogen fertilisers largely due to differences in numbers of
and can be particularly harmful in crops Wimmera rye grass plants in the crops
on fertile soils.
rather than any direct effects due to
ploughing-in the straw. Despite excellent
In 1962 an experiment was started at weed control by cultivation on all plots at
Wongan Hills Research Station to com- planting, and despite delays in planting to
pare burning and ploughing-in of wheat allow a number of weed germinations, late
stubbles. When stubble is ploughed-in it germinations of Wimmera rye grass on the
is broken down by soil micro-organisms. unburnt plots gave such a dense stand of
These micro-organisms need a nitrogen weeds that wheat growth was greatly
supply to carry out this rotting process suppressed.
and since the stubble usually contains a
This effect of Wimmera rye grass became
low percentage of nitrogen, they use soil
nitrogen, making it temporarily unavail- greater with each successive crop.
able to the wheat crop growing on Wimmera rye grass also gradually built up
ploughed-in stubble. The aim of this in the plots where the stubble was burnt,
experiment was therefore to show how but yields on the burnt plots were much
much more fertiliser nitrogen was required higher than where the stubble was
when stubble was ploughed-in rather than ploughed in and the rye grass infestation
burnt, and how this requirement altered was worse.
On the unburnt stubble plots in 1965,
as more successive crops were taken.
wheat yields were actually reduced by
nitrogen application, which stimulated the
Results
growth of the abundant rye grass more
The average yields obtained for the than the growth of the wheat.
burnt and unburnt treatments in each of
The diagram shows the steady decline
the years 1962 to 1966 are shown in the in yields where the stubble was not burnt,
diagram. (The area had been sown to a despite improvements in seasonal conditions.
bulk wheat crop in 1961.)
The authors: M . G. Mason, B.Sc. (Agric.) and J. W . Gartrell, B.Sc. ( A g r i c ) , Research O f f i c e r s , Plant Research D i v i s i o n ; W . J .
Toms, M.Sc. ( A g r i c ) , A g r o n o m y and Experiment O f f i c e r , W h e a t a n d Sheep Division.
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The effects cf stubble treatment and Wimmera rye grass en wheat yields—Wongan Hills Research Station

Therefore, where Wimmera rye grass is
likely to be a serious weed where successive
crops are being grown, the stubble of
each crop should be burned rather than
ploughed-in unless the area has a serious
erosion problem.
This effect of stubble burning on the
control of Wimmera rye grass is probably
due mainly to the destruction of seed during the fire and partly due to the better
conditions for obtaining a weed kill with

cultivation after burning the stubble. If
the stubble is not burnt, it is more difficult to obtain a good seed bed and weed
control.
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SNAIL INVESTIGATIONS-A PROGRESS REPORT
By G. D. RIMES, B.Sc,

Entomologist

Experimental baits and sprays have given promising control of
snails in cereals and pastures in the Geraldton-Dongara districts.
The problem of harvesting infested wheat crops has been overcome by attaching a specially designed rake in front of the
header ccmb to remove snails from the plants.

T H E W h i t e Italian snail* has for some time been a serious problem to wheat growers in
the Dongara-Geraldton area.

Although infested crops usually show
only minor leaf damage during the growing
period the harvesting of the mature crop
may present some problems. The inactive
oversummering snails accumulate on the
heads of standing crops and are taken into
the harvesting machinery. In past seasons
growers have been forced to leave considerable areas unharvested.
An equally serious aspect is the pasture
damage done by the snails. With populations reaching 400 per square yard extensive denudation can occur and stock may
reject the fouled grasses remaining.

yield Israeli citrus areas with pelleted
arsenical baits.
A series of brief descriptions of experiments and trials follows. These have
been undertaken to determine whether
economic control measures, without stock
risks, can be developed for broad acre
application.
Summary of trial and experimental work

Mandurah experiment, 1966
An experiment was laid out on pasture
plots on October 5, 1966, to evaluate
materials generally available for snail control. The following treatments were
Occurrence
applied:
The original surveys started in November,
(1) Metaldehyde spray at 4 lb. per
1964, showed a considerable area to be
acre.
affected. A belt of infestation runs from
Greenough to about five miles south.
(2) Metaldehyde calcium arsenate
General infestation extends from Dongara
baits at 100 lb. per acre.
for 12 to 14 miles northwards, and there
(3) Sodium pentachlorphenate at 10
is also a considerable area south and east
lb. per acre. Spray application.
of Dongara.
(4) Cuprox at 10 lb. per acre. Spray
This problem has not been encountered
application.
elsewhere in Australia and enquiries to
(5) Sevin at 4 lb. per acre. Spray
overseas authorities have failed to reveal
application.
any practical means of control. The same
snail is currently controlled in the high
(6) Bayer 37344 at 4 lb. per acre.
Spray application.
* Theta pisana Muller
(7) Control—nil treatment.
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Bayer 37344 had not previously been used
for snail control and was chosen because
of its close chemical similarity to a carbamate known as Isolan, which had shown
promise in Israeli work.
Unfortunately
Isolan possessed a high mammalian
toxicity and was withdrawn from sale by
the manufacturers.
In this experiment both the metaldehyde
calcium arsenate bait and the Bayer 37344
spray gave effective control. The sodium
pentachlorphenate treatment was highly
toxic to legumenous plants. Use of metaldehyde-calcium arsenate baits is limited
because this formulation is poisonous to
stock.
Mandurah trial, 1966
Following the above experiment a trial
was laid out on one acre plots to examine
the performance of Bayer 37344 on larger
areas. The treatments tested were. Bayer
37344 at 4 lb. and 2 lb. active ingredient
per acre, as a spray application, compared
with an untreated control area.
Sampling was carried out by counting
snails in 25, 18-inch squares along the
diagonal of each plot. The counts recorded
were—
Before treatment 5/12/66
After treatment 20/12/66

4 lb.
37344
359
8

2 lb. Control
37344
170
224
49
181

Mandurah experiment 1967
An experiment was laid out on pasture
plots on May 12 and 13 to further evaluate
Bayer 37344 and examine a new experimental carbamate, Schering T58. Treatments tested were—

•

Bayer 37344 at 1 lb. and 2 lb. active
ingredient per acre, as a spray
application.
• Schering T58 at 1 lb. and 2 lb.
active ingredient per acre, as a
spray application.
• Bayer 37344 as a metaldehyde
carbohydrate bait containing four
per cent, active ingredient at 10
lb. per acre.
• Control—nil treatment.
This experiment was laid out during a
period of high snail activity and sampling
was stopped one month after treatment
application.
All treatments gave significant control
and there were indications that a Bayer
37344 bait could have economic potential
for snail control in this sort of situation.
Dongara Trial, 1967
A trial was laid out on October 31, 1967,
on the margin of a highly infested wheat
crop. Bayer 37344 was applied over a one
chain swathe with a Solo misting machine.
The rates used were from 1 to 5 lb. per
acre. On the untreated control plots the
numbers remained high in spite of high
summer temperatures during the experimental period.
The time of application of the treatments (late October) was too late to expect
much snail activity; nevertheless, a degree
of control was obtained. Although the
trial showed substantial reductions snail
numbers due to the chemical applications
the sprays could not be considered of
practical value.

Header attachment for harvesting snail-infested crops
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For best results the rake was set 3 f t . in f r o n t o f the comb

temperatures of 80-82 degrees F., and
Dongara trial, 1967
In an attempt to overcome the immediate relative humidiy of 35 per cent. Loss of
harvesting problem experimental rakes grain was negligible.
were constructed to investigate the possibility of removing snails from the heads Mandurah bait experiment, 1967
As the May, 1967 Mandurah experiment
of infested crops before harvest. These
were constructed to mount on a Massey had demonstrated the economy of using a
Ferguson 585 machine in front of the Bayer 37344 bait formulation over a spray
application, further work was started in
comb, as illustrated on the photographs.
The most successful design consisted of November, 1967, to formulate baits cona series of 4 in x i in. tubes spaced 1£ in. taining this experimental carbamate.
A series of pelleted baits was prepared
apart to form a series of forwardprojecting fingers. These were flattened in the laboratory, using ground wheat as
and pointed at the free ends and mounted the carbohydrate substitute. The standard
on a 2-inch diameter base tube. The attractant, metaldehyde, was used. Two
distance of the rake from the comb was per cent, starch was added as an additional
bonding agent. The baits were pelleted
adjustable.
In the crop chosen for evaluation a by extrusion under pressure.
working distance of 3 ft. was found
An experiment using these baits was
satisfactory.
laid out at Mandurah on December 11,
In a heavily-infested section of crop 1967, on a low-lying pasture containing
chosen for the trial almost complete green areas.
Bait treatments applied, at the rate of
removal of snails was achieved.
Reasonable care was taken to check any 10 lb. of bait per acre, were 2 and 4 per
choking of the rake by weeds. The trial cent. Bayer 37344; 2 and 4 per cent. Bayer
was conducted on December 12, 1967, in 37344 plus l i per cent, metaldehyde; 4 per
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cent. Bayer 37344 plus 3 per cent, metaldehyde; Control—nil treatment.
Although all bait treatments gave a fair
mortality of snails the overall results were
well below the performance expected
following the results of the bait treatment
in the May experiment.
Snail activity
had generally ceased during the experimental period, spasmodic movement only
being noticed.
This experiment was regarded largely as
a bait weathering trial.
Dongara bait experiment, 1968
Following indications that bait treatment could have economic value, a largescale experiment was carried out in a
pasture paddock at Dongara in May, 1958.
In this experiment the materials Bayer
37344 and Schering T58 were tested in
baits at 2 and 4 per cent., both with and
without metaldehyde at 1£ per cent. Each
treatment was applied over 10 acres, giving
a total area of 80 acres.
The pelleted baits were applied at 10 lb.
per acre using a conventional super
spreader, just after the break of the
season.
Almost complete mortality of snails on
the treated areas was achieved within
two weeks of application of the baits.
However, by the end of the season
re-infestation had taken place from
surrounding areas.
Although results from the baiting trials
have been promising it is clear that further
evaluation is needed before firm recommendations can be made for the use of
baits in the broad-acre control of snails
can be made. Large scale trials are being
continued.
Ecological investigation

The snail population on a 1,700 acre
property in the Dongara area has been

mapped in detail as the basis of an
ecological study to investigate population
trends and rates of spread.
Biological studies in the area are also
under way.
Biological control

No predators or parasites have as yet
been observed working in the field in West
Australia.
Israeli workers have recorded a predatory beetle (Ablattaria arenaria Kr.)
attacking the white Italian snail in semiarid areas. They also report a calliphorid
fly (Sarcophaza pumilia Meig.) parasitising
snails and populations showing 23 per cent,
parasitisation have been located. Other
reports of biological control appear to be
of little economic significance.
Control in young crops

Heavy infestations of snails can almost
wipe out emerging cereal crops and where
severe damage seems likely it is suggested
that the following measures will give
reasonable control:
• Graze heavily and/or burn so that
the area to be planted is as bare
as possible before the break of the
season.
• Spray with a solution of 3 lb. of
50 per cent. Bayer 37344* per 100
gallons of water as the crop
emerges.
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• Commercially available as 50 per cent, wettable powder under the trade name of "Mesurol."
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from now on it's

FIRST COME
FIRST SERVED

The THIBENZOLE* Special Spring Pack soon will
be a collectors' item, so hurry to your
THIBENZOLE Supplier. You see, this unique offer
closed on 30th September.
But most THIBENZOLE Suppliers took advantage
of the opportunity, and stocked up to cater for
the demands of graziers who would be drenching
to beat the spring rise of harmful roundworms.

If you act now, you can still collect all your
drenching needs, all for the price of a single
pack. Remember, the spring drench is one of
the most important drenches of the year.
The THIBENZOLE Special Spring Pack opportunity,
like all good things, must come to an end. So
hurry, go and see your supplier. His stocks
won't last much longer and your visit could save
you a lot of money.

•li

IHIBENZ
THE DRENCH YOU KNOW
YOU CAN TRUST

•trarwari

(Js^

MERCK SHARP & DOHME {Australia) Pty.United.Granville.N.S.W.

MSDT1275 VcAulOB.68
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A small boy likes to know things.
iilsitthesame
And his Grandpa would tell h i m —
Yes, it's the same Southern Cross.
Southern Cross
On an elderly windmill, still working
hard, and a brand new diesel engine
that's on the diesel that works a Southern Cross pump.
Southern Cross have been making
supply equipment for
engine. Grandpa?)) water
almost a hundred years. It's good
for a boy to know... he'll be a farmer
one day. Southern Cross irrigation
installations are helping crops to grow
better all over Australia. Let Southern
Cross help you to bigger profits.
The Southern Cross representative
will come to your property and
recommend the installation that will
do the job best. And when you buy,
the Southern Cross credit facilities
are at your service. Or open a
monthly account. Benefit from
specialised Southern Cross sales and
service now. For complete, correct
advice on all water supply problems,
contact the Southern Cross
representative in your area.

WEST AUSTRALIA:
MAYLANDS:
2 8 0 - 2 9 8 Whatley Crescent.
Ph. 7 1 6 1 4 1 .
FIELD REPRESENTATIVES:
BUNBURY:
M r . A . Trainer, Box 2 9 6 .
Ph. 2 2 0 7 .
GERALDTON:
M r . G. Swepstone, Box 9 0 3 .
Ph. 2 1 2 8 9 7 .

MACHINERY PTY.IIQ.
WATER WHEN & WHERE KXJ WANT IT
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PARRY'S DEPARTMENT STORE
FFREE
REE CUSTOMER
RK,NGr^_ O Q 5 3 4 4
6 6244
Tir E l^PARKING
'I 28 5344
443 Alton, High.., VKT01I. t«K
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25 S.fc.l.-d St. WEST KBH

Retail Members

REFRIGERATION

$

MOWERS

Dual operation gas/electric, 1.8 cubic ft.
11 cubic feet standard. Leading make ....
12 cubic feet — two door Refrigerator/
Freezer
13 cubic feet, standard model
14 cubic feet — Frost free — well known
brand
Deep Freeze 6.21 c. f t . Unit. Compact
chest-type
Another leading brand, 10 c. ft. Deep
Freeze
Sealed Unit secondhand Refrigerators—a
second Refrigerator for Christmas! Big
selection from only $30.00.

355.00

119.00
175.00

400.00

259.00
220.00

709.00

369.00
179.00

382.00

159.00

119.00

297.00

225.00

150.30

STOVES

11.95
from
49.95
21.95
55.00

6.50
19.95
31.95
9.95
15.95
34.95

AIRCONDITIONERS
1J h.p. refrigerated, 11500 BTU output 487.00
New evaporative model with trolley
(Complete range all types available)

355.00
147.00

WASHING MACHINES
Popular semi-automatic. Heater optional .... 319.00
Good brand wringer model with pump .... 225.00
Large capacity Twin Tubs. Heater optional
extra
248.00
(Best Display in Perth f o r Selection)

195.00
115.00
138.00

Full size, plug-in—does everything
Boil — Fry — Grill—Toast. A very useful
unit
2 1 " Automatic Stove with rotisserie. Single
or 3-phase
Deluxe automatic Elevated Stove with
rotisserie

83.00
27.95
330.00

172.00
192.00

HOT WATER SYSTEMS
Oil-fired—40 gallon, square unit, free tank
Solid fuel complete with Flue set — 30
gallon
Instantaneous electric multi-point unit ....
Stainless Steel Sinks
from
Rotary Clothes Hoists
from
Ironing Tables—adjustable
....
from

182.00

149.00

129.00

93.50

11.95

1.00
5.95

TOYS
All description: a wide range for your
selection.
"Space A g e " Bicycles—Girl's $41.95 Boy's
16" Wheel Tricycle

CAMERAS

TELEVISION & STEREOGRAMS
1 1 " portable with 3 months' Free Service
25" Lowboy with 12 months' Free Service
25" TV combined with Stereo and Radio
HiFi Stereogram with movable Speakers ....
Beautiful, solid state Stereogram
Portable stereo-player

14'" heavy duty, revolving-reel type Mower
20" drum type, as above. Well-known
brand
Spacemaker rotary made by best-known
manufacturer, complete with catcher
— 2 stroke
Another rotary mower, by same manufacturer, complete
Large, 6 wheel Lawn Edger discounted to
Smaller Edger, robust construction—good

$

249.00

FANS
7" personal model
12" oscillating
16" 3-speed oscillating
18" top quality BAR-B-Q
Companion 2-burner Stove
Exclusive push-cart Bar-B-Q

WIDE
VARIETY i
UNIT
FURNITURE

Retail Members

329.00
670.00
299.00
96.00

162.00
189.00
409.00
204.00
199.00
65.95

Big range colour film available ....
from
Agfa Rapid Camera, built-in Flash
SLR 35mm automatic Camera. Built-in auto
flash
Movie Camera and Projector, complete
from
BINOCULARS complete in Deluxe Case from

CARPET
LINOS
' INSECT SCREENS
AWNINGS
HOLLANDS
VENETIANS
CURTAIN TRACK

Semi-automatics
X2

$59

TV HIRE at Perth's Lowest Prices, Large Screen—Per Month $6.95 & $7.95
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When there's more than one move . . .
The obvious move may be to b u y a new p r o p e r t y . . . b u t

the Elders-GM man in that district. Tn a similar manner

like many other decisions this may be the time you

Elders-GM can help when you are preparing your wool

ivould like another opinion. That's when so many people

for market, selling stock, or huying stud stock, whether

have appreciated Elders-GM friendly individual on the

you are thinking of new plant or equipment, arranging

spot service. When you are looking for another property

insurance, planning a business trip or a holiday . . .

. . . it may be hundreds of miles away . . . your local

Make the most of the Elders-GM service. Another well

Elders-GM man can obtain an on the spot opinion from

considered opinion can help with difficult decisions.
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Caterpillar D4D
Special Application
Tractor:
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More of everything you want
in a farm tractor
Here's t h e new Special A p p l i c a t i o n A g r i c u l t u r a l Cat D4D T r a c t o r — i n t r o d u c e d
by Caterpillar t o sat new records in economy and production en the f a r m .
Check t h i s : : advantages and y o u ' l l see why t h e new Special A p p l i c a t i o n D 4 D
will s u i t your f a r m " d o w n - t o - t h e - g r o u n d " ; 68 drawbar HP ( 3 0 % more t h a n
the D4D). t u r b o - c h a r g e d engine f o r better response t o load changes; 5 closesoaced f o r w a r d speeds in the key tillage range of 2.5 and 5 m p h let it w o r k
faster w i t h t h e same loads; larger fuel t a n k t o insure f u l l day's operation
w i t h o u t r e f u e l i n g ; h i g h - f l o t a t i o n track shoes; new hydraulics w i t h s i m p l i f i e d
c c n t r o l s ; new radiator w i t h 4 0 % more f r o n t a l area; new adjustable seat;
i r r p r o v e d machine stability for heavy drawbar w o r k ; two position swinging
drawbar f i t t e d as standard. A n d many more. Let us show y o u how t h e
Special A p p l i c a t i o n A g r i c u l t u r a l Cat D4D Tractor can boost production on
your farm. Call on us today.

Caterpillar and Cat are registered Trademarks of Caterpillar Tractor Co.
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GREAT EASTERN HIGHWAY. SOUTH GUILDFORD, WESTERN AUSTRALIA.
BRANCHES

C A R N A M A H . CORRIGIN. GERALDTON. SOOMALLING.

KATANNING

MERREOIN.

PHONE 79 1631
PORT HEDLANO
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